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Algebraic effects and handlers have received a lot of attention recently, both from the theoretical point of

view and in practical language design. This stems from the fact that algebraic effects give the programmer

unprecedented freedom to define, combine, and interpret computational effects. This plenty-of-rope, however,

demands not only a deep understanding of the underlying semantics, but also access to practical means of

reasoning about effectful code, including correctness and program equivalence. In this paper we tackle this

problem by constructing a step-indexed relational interpretation of a call-by-value calculus with algebraic

effect handlers and a row-based polymorphic type-and-effect system. Our calculus, while striving for simplicity,

enjoys desirable theoretical properties, and is close to the cores of programming languages with algebraic

effects used in the wild, while the logical relation we build for it can be used to reason about non-trivial

properties, such as contextual equivalence and contextual approximation of programs. Our development has

been fully formalised in the Coq proof assistant.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Programming with algebraic effects and handlers (see, e.g., [Pretnar 2015]) is a fairly novel technique
of representing computational effects: exceptions, mutable state, nondeterminism, among others.
Rooted in the theoretical work of Plotkin and Power 2004 and of Plotkin and Pretnar 2013, effects
and their handlers are rapidly making their way into practical programming, in the form of
dedicated languages [Bauer and Pretnar 2015; Leijen 2017b; Lindley et al. 2017], extensions of
existing languages [Hillerström and Lindley 2016; Kammar et al. 2013], or libraries [Brady 2013b;
Kiselyov and Sivaramakrishnan 2016; Schrijvers et al. 2014]. Effect handlers owe their success,
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in large part, to modularity: they make it possible to program against an interface, and with a
number of different effects simultaneously ś which is where the more traditional monadic approach
often fails.
The central idea behind the handler framework is an explicit distinction between effect con-

structors and effect deconstructors. The former take the form of operations, which provide an
interface used by effectful expressions. Operations are purely syntactic, that is, they do not carry
any meaning by themselves. Instead, a particular meaning is provided by a handler: a language
construct that, when an operation needs to be interpreted in order to proceed with a computation,
assumes control over the execution to compute the result of the operation.

It is best understood through an informal example. We first consider a reader effect, denoted R,
which is useful for passing an implicit value of a type σ . The value can be retrieved with the
askR : 1 →⟨R⟩ σ operation.1 An effectful expression can use the askR operation as if it were a
function: for instance, let σ be int, and the expression be askR () + askR () + 2. A meaning of askR
is given by a handler. The intended interpretation, that is, askR revealing a hidden value, say 5, can
be expressed as follows:

handleR askR () + askR () + 2 {ask (), r . r 5}.

The part within the curly braces defines how the handler should react to each of the operations
associated with the effect. In this case, there is only one such operation, askR, which is handled by
replacing the effect in the original expression with 5. This is achieved through a resumption (in the
example above denoted with a variable r): a construct that represents the result of applying the
same handler to the same expression, but with the currently handled occurrence of the operation
substituted with the argument of the resumption (in our case, 5).2 In the end the entire expression we
considered would evaluate to 12. In general, the handler can use any expression as the interpretation
of an operation: in particular, it can resumemore than once, or not resume at all ś as in the following,
less conventional interpretation

handleR askR () + askR () + 2 {ask (), r . 13}.

In this case, the handler assumes control when the first occurrence of askR is encountered and
returns 13 immediately, rather than continue to evaluate the effectful expression.
The distinction between syntax and semantics of effects makes it easy to define multi-effect

programs, since we can simply use operations from many different effects in a single expression.
Then, to handle such an expression, we can enclose it in a number of handlers, one for each effect.
The order in which the handlers are placed, and their behaviour on pure expressions specify the
semantics of all the effects combined. To help the programmer manage the tangle of different
effects, real-life languages offer different flavours of type-and-effect systems, which keep track
of the defined and handled effects. One successful approach is based on so-called rows of effects,
implemented, for example, in Leijen’s Koka 2017b (see also [Hillerström and Lindley 2016]). These
enable a simple, yet powerful approach to effect polymorphism, related in spirit to the approach of
Remy 1994 in the seemingly far removed context of row-polymorphic records.
On the flip side, the free hand in defining new effects by providing signatures for operations,

together with handlers, which can express advanced control structures in the style of delimited
continuations, and non-trivial type-and-effect systems make reasoning about programs that utilise

1Note the syntax that we use throughout the paper: the R symbol in the name of the operation assigns the operation to the

appropriate effect, while R in the type signature of the operation is an element of a type-and-effect system; the details can

be found in Section 2.
2We only treat deep handlers in the current work. Shallow handlers, where the handler is not replicated in the resumption,

thus being effectively one-shot, are left as a future extension.
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algebraic effects and handlers particularly challenging. An example of a non-trivial property to
reason about is contextual equivalence [Morris 1968]: given two expressions, it states that in
any program, any occurrence of the first expression can be replaced with the second expression
without changing the semantics of the program. Establishing contextual equivalence is troublesome
even in the case of pure programs, and usually requires some dedicated reasoning tools, such as
bisimulations [Abramsky 1990; Lassen 2005; Sangiorgi et al. 2011] or logical relations [Ahmed et al.
2009; Ahmed 2006; Benton et al. 2007; Dreyer et al. 2011; Reynolds 1983; Thamsborg and Birkedal
2011]. The problem becomes even more difficult when we consider programs with algebraic effects
and handlers, as the (non-handled) operations present in the two expressions can be interpreted by
the context.
As an instance of the problem, assume that there exists a function f : ∀α .(1→α σ ) →α σ . Its

type reads that it is a higher-order function that takes an effectful function as an argument, and
is polymorphic in the row of effects α that both f and its argument perform. In other words, f
exposes exactly the effects present latently in its argument, whatever these effects may be. We can
apply it to a pure function, for example:

f (λx .5) (1)

We can also apply it to an effectful function, and handle the effects on the outside, as in the following:

handleR f (λx .askR ()) {ask (), r . r 5} (2)

The challenge becomes to establish the contextual equivalence of (1) and (2) for all functions f
of the given type. In this paper, we take up this challenge, and, more generally, the challenge
of expanding the state-of-the-art relational reasoning techniques to the case of algebraic effects
and handlers.

In order to enable reasoning about such examples, we use the standard technique of biorthogo-
nality [Pitts and Stark 1998] to build a relational interpretation of a calculus with row-polymorphic
algebraic effects. The logical relation we define can be used to easily show equivalence of various
concrete programs, in particular relating effectful code to pure implementations, as well as more
general type-and-effect-directed program equivalences. As a corollary, we also obtain a simple
proof of type soundness of the calculus.
The challenge in building a biorthogonal relational interpretation of a language with algebraic

effects is twofold. Firstly, in this context values are not the only sensible irreducible expressions:
the second kind of normal forms are effect operations applied to a value. Thus, to check that two
evaluation contexts are related, it would no longer suffice to observe their behaviour when plugged
with related values. For this reason, we need to extend the framework to handle the effects of
a computation properly. Moreover, since the type system includes quantification over arbitrary
effect rows, the extension has to be uniform enough to allow for universal quantification over the
interpretations of effect rows. We discuss the construction of the interpretation and the relevant
problems in more detail in Section 3.

Interestingly, although without much surprise, we find that through the process of constructing
a relational interpretation of effectful computations, we are able to glean insights into the nature
of programming with algebraic effects, in particular with unrestricted row polymorphism. Thus,
while we begin with a variant of lambda calculus with the call-by-value reduction strategy in the
spirit of Leijen’s Koka 2017b, we take advantage of this feedback loop, and extend it to obtain a
minimal calculus that captures what we believe to be the essence of programming with algebraic
effects. A detailed explanation of the semantics of the language can be found in Section 2; in the
following we touch on the most important innovation.
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In order to explore the potential of algebraic effects in a programming language more fully, we
introduce a new construct, lift, written [−]l , which dynamically creates a new occurrence of a
particular effect l in the type, pushing the original occurrences deeper in the row. For example,
consider the following expression:

askR () + [askR ()]R

The effect type of this program consists of two R’s. Thus, to interpret this program, one needs to
put it in two handlers for R. The inner handler interprets the askR operation on the left-hand side
of +, while the outer handler interprets the other askR.
A more advanced example that uses this construct is defining mutable state as a composition

of R andW (writer). The latter consists of a single operation tellW : σ →⟨W⟩ 1. The interpretation
of state can be obtained by plugging an expression that uses R andW in the following context:

λs .handleR handleW □ {tell s ′, r . [handleR r () {ask (), r . r s ′}]R} {ask (), r . r s}

In this example, we interpret each askR with some initial state s , until tellW is encountered. The
handler for W switches the handler for R: the old handler is neutralised by enclosing the entire
expression with [ ]R, and a new handler for R (with the ‘told’ value used for the current state) is
placed around the expression.3 The obvious question arises: how to formally prove that this context
is (observationally) equivalent to the usual handler for state? We answer this question in Section 4.
While the examples above may justify the introduction of a new calculus for programming

with algebraic effects, they hardly provide an in-depth understanding of the differences between
the proposed language and the alternative proposals. However, in the context of our relational
interpretation, we are able to compare the different approaches to row polymorphism for algebraic
effects and weigh their pros and cons. Since this comparison is informed by the construction of the
interpretation of effects and effect rows, we discuss it, along with other aspects of related work, in
Section 5. We conclude and discuss some of the potential directions for future work in Section 6.

Contributions. In this paper, we make the following contributions:

• We propose a novel relational interpretation for a programming language equipped with
row-polymorphic algebraic effects and handlers, in effect a first semantic tool for showing
program equivalences in such languages.
• Weuse the insights gleaned from the construction to introduce a novel programming construct
that allows us to manage multiple occurrences of the same effect in a row and strengthen the
parametricity of the universal quantifiers.
• We use the logical relation to justify interesting program examples, including general, type-
directed equivalences, thus showing the construction is powerful.
• We formalise the language and its semantics, as well as the logical relation in Coq, thus
providing the first machine-checked model of a programming language with algebraic effects
and handlers.

Formalisation effort. The results presented in this paper, including some of the example proofs
in Section 4, have been machine-checked using the Coq proof assistant. The development, along
with an appendix that contains some additional technical material (an abstract machine that
implements our calculus and a more precise definition of the logical relation), can be found at
https://bitbucket.org/pl-uwr/aleff-logrel. This is, to our knowledge, the first such effort
for a language with algebraic effects, hence we report briefly on the techniques used.

3Note that while the use of lift is not crucial for ensuring that the appropriate handler is called ś after all, the new handler

is the innermost one ś its presence is necessary to ensure that any additional occurrences of reader that may be present

alongside the one that we use to encode the state remain uninterpreted, and can safely proceed to their intended handler.
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We build the step-indexed relational interpretation with the help of Polesiuk’s IxFree library [Bier-
nacki and Polesiuk 2015], which ś while somewhat limited in terms of more advanced constructions
ś provides a helpful set of both definitions and tactics that perfectly match the scope of this de-
velopment. The only other major issue, common to many formalisation developments, is the
representation of open terms and (more importantly) types. We use a variant of the technique
described by [Altenkirch et al. 2014], which allows us to interpret the open types with minimal
amount of boilerplate. By utilising the above two approaches, we obtain a clean and reasonably
lightweight formalisation that can be used to prove concrete program equivalences.

2 A CALCULUS OF ALGEBRAIC EFFECTS

In this section we introduce a calculus of algebraic effects with handlers and lifts, called λH/L. Out
of the calculi discussed in the literature, it is most similar to the call-by-value core calculus of
the Koka programming language [Leijen 2017b], hence we make on-the-fly comparisons between
the two. The λH/L calculus is designed to be a minimal calculus that embodies the essence of
row polymorphism [Hillerström and Lindley 2016; Leijen 2017b], for which, as motivated by both
practical examples and the relational interpretation given in Section 3, we need to extend Koka
with an additional construct and strengthen the effect subsumption rules in the type system.

2.1 Syntax

Var ∋ f , r ,x ,y, . . . (variables)

RVar ∋ α , β , . . . (row variables)

EN ∋ l (effect names)

ON ∋ op (operation names)

Exp ∋ e ::= v | e e | e ∗ | (expressions)

[e]l | handlel e {h; return x . e}

Val ∋ u,v ::= x | λx .e | Λ.e | opl | () (values)

h ::= · | opl x , r . e;h (effect handlers)

ECont ∋ E ::= □ | E e | v E | E ∗ | (evaluation contexts)

[E]l | handlel E {h; return x . e}

Type ∋ σ ,τ ::= 1 | τ →ε τ | ∀α .τ (types)

Eff ∋ ε ::= α | ⟨⟩ | ⟨l | ε⟩ (effects)

∆ ::= · | ∆,α (row contexts)

Γ ::= · | Γ,x : τ (variable contexts)

Σ ::= · | Σ, l 7→ op : τ → τ (effect contexts)

Fig. 1. The syntax of λH/L. By convention, we omit the return clause of handlers if it is return x . x .

The syntax of λH/L is shown in Figure 1. We assume an infinite set Var of expression variables
ranged over by f , r ,x ,y, z, . . . possibly with indices and primes. Similarly, we assume a set RVar
of row variables, ranged over by α , β , . . . , that allow for abstraction over rows of effects. Effect
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0−free(l ,□)

n−free(l ,E)

n−free(l ,E e )

n−free(l ,E)

n−free(l ,v E)

n−free(l ,E)

(n + 1)−free(l , [E]l )

n−free(l ,E) l , l ′

n−free(l , [E]l ′ )

(n + 1)−free(l ,E)

n−free(l , handlel E {h; return x . e})

n−free(l ,E) l , l ′

n−free(l , handlel ′ E {h; return x . e})

Fig. 2. Definition of n-freeness of effects in an evaluation context.

names l are drawn from the set EN , whereas the setON contains the operation names op associated
with effects. In the grammar of expressions, we make the association explicit by annotating each
operation name with the corresponding effect name.

Expressions. The expressions Exp and values Val include the call-by-value λ-calculus (variables are
values), the observable unit value (), the polymorphic abstractionΛ.e and polymorphic instantiation
e ∗ presented in the style of [Ahmed 2006], and the effect-specific constructs. In particular, as in the
core calculus of Koka, the grammar of values includes operation names opl , whereas the grammar
of expressions includes effect-handling expressions handlel e {h; return x . e}, where return x . e is
a return clause, and h is an effect handler for l , that is, a finite list of operation-handling expressions.
The order in the list is irrelevant, but we assume that all operations associated with an effect
are mentioned exactly once in a given handler. We occasionally use the metavariable d to range
over phrases return x . e , and hr to range over phrases {h;d }; we omit trivial return clauses of the
form return x . x . The calculus λH/L differs from the core calculus of Koka in that it includes lift
expressions [e]l , the role of which is explained in Section 2.2.
An operation handler opl x , r . e binds the variables x (representing the single argument of the

operation) and r (standing for resume and representing the continuation of the operation), whereas
a return clause return x . e binds x . We use the standard notions of free variables, closed and open
expressions, and we work modulo renaming of bound variables in expressions.

Evaluation contexts. The grammar of evaluation contexts fixes the left-to-right call-by-value
reduction strategy for λH/L. We interpret the contexts outside-in, with □ representing the hole
of the context, and with E[e] standing for the expression obtained by plugging context E with
expression e . The notions of bound and free variables as well as of open and closed contexts carry
over from the corresponding notions for expressions in the obvious way.

Both in the operational semantics, and in the relational interpretation of the calculus, we require
some evaluation contexts to be appropriately free. We say that an effect l is n-free in a context E,
written n−free(l ,E), when an operation from l would only be handled by n + 1-st handle operation
outside E, which ensures that pairs of lift and handle operations for l are well-bracketed in E. The
formal definition is presented in Figure 2. We also extend the notion of freeness from natural
numbers to partial maps from effect names to natural numbers, that is, for ρ : EN →֒ N, we write
ρ−free(E) if it is the case that ∀l ∈ dom(ρ). ρ (l )−free(l ,E).

Types. The types we consider are: the unit type 1, an effect-row annotated arrow type τ →ε σ ,
and a universal quantification over effect rows ∀α .τ that binds α (as with expressions, we adopt
the usual conventions concerning such binders). As for the effect rows, they take the form of
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E[(λx .e ) v] → E[e{v/x }]

E[(Λ.e ) ∗] → E[e]

E[[v]l ] → E[v]

E[handlel v {h; return x . e ′}] → E[e ′{v/x }]

E[handlel E ′[opl v] {h; return x . e ′}] → E[e{v/x }{λz.handlel E ′[z] {h; return x . e ′}/r }]
if 0−free(l ,E ′) and op x , r . e ∈ h

Fig. 3. Operational semantics.

finite lists of effect names, constructed with a cons operator ⟨l | ε⟩, and terminated either by an
empty row ⟨⟩ (a closed row) or by a row variable α (an open row). By convention, we omit the
effect annotation from the arrow type if the effect is an empty row. We assume a finite map Σ that
provides the information about the argument and the result type of all the operations for a given
effect. Open types are interpreted in a row context ∆, mentioning known row variables, whereas
open expressions are interpreted in a variable context Γ, associating free variables with their types.

2.2 Operational Semantics

The control structure of the computation in the calculi for algebraic effects is determined by a
context of layered delimited continuations guarded by effect handlers. The crucial concept of the
operational semantics of such calculi, e.g., the core calculus of Koka, is that an operation opl of
an effect l is interpreted, or handled, by the nearest dynamically enclosing handler for l . What is
crucial, the handler gets access not only to the argument of the operation, but also to the delimited
continuation representing the context guarded by the handler. This makes it possible to handle
a variety of algebraic effects, by suitably manipulating and resuming the captured continuation,
so that the handler interacts with the delimited subcomputation in non-trivial ways, e.g., passing
control back and forth.

In λH/L, however, rather than searching for the first handler for l in the context, we search for the
first handler that encloses a 0−free sub-context. The reason is that the calculus contains expressions
[e]l that are intended to skip the nearest handler for l , should an unhandled operation for l occur
in e , thus making it possible for the programmer to distinguish between several occurrences of
the same effect and to handle them in arbitrarily different ways. As we argue in Sections 1, 2.3
and 3, such an intervention to the core calculus of Koka is necessary if one aims at a calculus
where duplicate effect names in rows are treated in a comprehensive way, which is of particular
importance in the presence of row polymorphism.

Example 2.1. Let us consider an expression

handlel E2[handlel E1[e] {h1}] {h2}

where E1 and E2 do not mention l . If e = opl v , then the operation opl would be handled by the
inner handler h1. If, however, e = [opl v]l , then the inner handler h1 would be skipped, and the
operation would be handled by the outer handler h2. □

We define the operational semantics of the calculus as a reduction semantics with explicit
representation of evaluation contexts defined in Figure 1. The semantics is presented in Figure 3,
where we write e{v/x } for the usual capture-avoiding substitution of v for x in e .

The first two rules are standard β-reduction rules for functions and polymorphic abstractions.
The third and fourth rule make it explicit that values are effect-free. The last rule is at the heart
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of the computations in λH/L. Given an application opl v in a 0−free context E ′ for l , guarded by
a handler handlel □ {h; return x . e}, the handling clause op x , r . e for op in h is selected and the
expression e is evaluated with the operation argument v substituted for x and with the context
handlel E ′ {h; return x . e} reified as a lambda abstraction and substituted for r .

Example 2.2. Let us assume that opl is the single operation associated with effect l .

(1) Let E be a 0−free context for l , v ś a value, and h ś a handler for l defined as op x , r . r v .
Then the effect l can be seen as a reader effect:

handlel E[opl ()] {h} →

(λz.handlel E[z] {h}) v →

handlel E[v] {h}

(2) Let E be a 0−free context for l , v , v1 and v2 ś values, and h ś a handler for l defined as
op x , r . x (r v1) (r v2). Then the effect l provides a form of nondeterminism:

handlel E[opl v] {h} →

v ((λz.handlel E[z] {h}) v1) ((λz.handlel E[z] {h}) v2)

(3) Let E be a 0−free context for l , v ś a value, and h ś a handler for l defined as op x , r . x . Then
the effect l provides a form of primitive exceptions:

handlel E[opl v] {h} →

v

(4) Let E be a 0−free context for l , and h ś a handler for l defined as op x , r . r (λy.opl y y). Then
the effect l introduces nontermination to the system:4

handlel E[opl () ()] {h} →

(λz.handlel E[z ()] {h}) (λy.opl y y) →∗

handlel E[opl () ()] {h}

(5) Let E1 and E2 be 0−free contexts for l , v ś a value, and h1, h2 ś handlers for l defined as
h1 = h2 = op x , r . x . Then we have the means to decide which handler for the effect l to
choose, and either jump to E2:

handlel E2[handlel E1[opl v] {h1}] {h2} →

handlel E2[v] {h2}

or to the top level:

handlel E2[handlel E1[[opl v]l ] {h1}] {h2} →

v

□

While the reduction rules are meant to describe how complete programs reduce, it is not hard to
see that the reduction relation is compatible with respect to evaluation contexts, i.e., if e → e ′, then
E[e]→ E[e ′]. It is also deterministic. We write e ↛ when e is a normal form.

4Note that the effect l is used in a recursive fashion in the handler: in principle, this usage pattern could be disallowed

through the type system. We do not explore this design choice, keeping recursion through effects and handlers as the

primitive source of recursion. However, we posit that a restriction on recursive occurrence of effects would render the

calculus terminating.
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Σ;∆ ⊢ ε ≤ ε

Σ;∆ ⊢ ε1 ≤ ε2 Σ;∆ ⊢ ε2 ≤ ε3

Σ;∆ ⊢ ε1 ≤ ε3 Σ;∆ ⊢ ⟨l1, l2 | ε⟩ ≤ ⟨l2, l1 | ε⟩

Σ;∆ ⊢ ⟨⟩ ≤ ε

Σ;∆ ⊢ ε1 ≤ ε2

Σ;∆ ⊢ ⟨l | ε1⟩ ≤ ⟨l | ε2⟩

Σ;∆ ⊢ τ ≤ τ

Σ;∆ ⊢ τ1 ≤ τ2 Σ;∆ ⊢ τ2 ≤ τ3

Σ;∆ ⊢ τ1 ≤ τ3

Σ;∆,α ⊢ τ1 ≤ τ2

Σ;∆ ⊢ ∀α .τ1 ≤ ∀α .τ2

Σ;∆ ⊢ σ2 ≤ σ1 Σ;∆ ⊢ ε1 ≤ ε2 Σ;∆ ⊢ τ1 ≤ τ2

Σ;∆ ⊢ σ1 →ε1 τ1 ≤ σ2 →ε2 τ2

Fig. 4. The type-and-effect system. Subtyping and effect subsumption judgements. We implicitly assume
that all types and effects are well-formed in the given contexts.

2.3 Type System

The subtyping and typing relations for λH/L implicitly assume that the types and effects are well-
formed in the appropriate contexts, defined in a standard way. Just as in the core calculus of Koka,
the system allows duplicate effect labels in a row.

The subtyping and effect subsumption relations are shown in Figure 4. Note how the subsumption
rules allow for both opening of closed rows, and for contravariant weakening of argument types,
thus strengthening the subsumption rules of Koka.

The typing relation is presented in Figure 5. The first four rules assign effect-free types, i.e., such
that their effect rows are empty, to values. Such types can be coerced to appropriate effectful types
with the subtyping rule present in the system. Note that we do not prove soundness of the system
using progress and preservation: rather, type soundness follows as a corollary of the fundamental
property of the logical relation, established as Theorem 9.
Functions, denoted with λ-abstractions, are given an arrow type annotated with an effect row

describing the possible effects of evaluating the body of the λ-abstraction. Operations are also given
a functional type, where it is assumed that their only effect is the one they are associated with. The
rule for application makes an assumption that all the effect rows mentioned by the function and
the argument are equal. Again, thanks to the subtyping rule, this is not a serious restriction.

In the rule for polymorphic abstraction we require that the abstracted expression be effect-free ś a
requirement that is sufficient, but weaker than the usual value restriction. The rule for polymorphic
instantiation allows for instantiating a type scheme with any well-formed effect row.
The rule for effect handlers takes advantage of an auxiliary judgement Σ;∆; Γ ⊢l h : τ / ε ,

annotated with effect name l that defines how operation handlers for l are typed. Let us consider
an expression handlel E[opl v] {h}, where opl : τ1 → τ2 and E is a 0−free context that can be
plugged with values of type τ2 and produces values of type τ , possibly with effect ε . Assuming that
op x , r . e ∈ h, the reduction rule for effect handlers determines that if the operation argument x is
of type τ1 and the resumption r is of type τ2 →ε τ , then e should be of type τ . As for the expression
guarded by the handler, its type should agree with the argument type of the return operation, while
its effects should include l ś the effect handled by the handler.

Example 2.3. (1) Let opl be the single operation associated with effect l and op : 1 →
(1→ε 1) ∈ Σ(l ). Then for any Γ and ∆ one can derive:
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Σ;∆; Γ ⊢ () : 1 / ⟨⟩

x : τ ∈ Γ

Σ;∆; Γ ⊢ x : τ / ⟨⟩

op : σ → τ ∈ Σ(l )

Σ;∆; Γ ⊢ opl : σ →⟨l ⟩ τ / ⟨⟩

Σ;∆; Γ,x : σ ⊢ e : τ / ε

Σ;∆; Γ ⊢ λx .e : σ →ε τ / ⟨⟩

Σ;∆; Γ ⊢ e1 : σ →ε τ / ε Σ;∆; Γ ⊢ e2 : σ / ε

Σ;∆; Γ ⊢ e1 e2 : τ / ε

Σ;∆,α ; Γ ⊢ e : τ / ⟨⟩

Σ;∆; Γ ⊢ Λ.e : ∀α .τ / ⟨⟩

Σ;∆; Γ ⊢ e : ∀α .τ / ε

Σ;∆; Γ ⊢ e ∗ : τ {ε ′/α } / ε

Σ;∆; Γ ⊢ e : τ1 / ε1 Σ;∆ ⊢ τ1 ≤ τ2 Σ;∆ ⊢ ε1 ≤ ε2

Σ;∆; Γ ⊢ e : τ2 / ε2

Σ;∆; Γ ⊢ e : τ / ε

Σ;∆; Γ ⊢ [e]l : τ / ⟨l | ε⟩

Σ;∆; Γ ⊢ e : σ / ⟨l | ε⟩ Σ;∆; Γ ⊢l h : τ / ε Σ;∆; Γ,x : σ ⊢ er : τ / ε

Σ;∆; Γ ⊢ handlel e {h; return x . er } : τ / ε

Σ;∆; Γ ⊢l · : τ / ε

op : τ1 → τ2 ∈ Σ(l ) Σ;∆; Γ ⊢l h : τ / ε
Σ;∆; Γ,x : τ1, r : τ2 →ε τ ⊢ e : τ / ε

Σ;∆; Γ ⊢l op x , r . e;h : τ / ε

Fig. 5. The type-and-effect system. The typing relation. We implicitly assume that all types and effects are
well-formed in the given contexts.

Σ;∆; Γ ⊢ handlel opl () () {op x , r . r (λy.opl y y)} : 1 / ε

Interestingly, in this example the type of the resume parameter r is (1→⟨l |ε⟩ 1) →ε 1, which
shows that the resumption handles effect l , frozen in the thunk expected as argument for r .

(2) Taking advantage of the fact Σ;∆ ⊢ ⟨⟩ ≤ α (with α ∈ ∆), expressing row opening, we can
show that the following judgement is derivable:

Σ;∆; Γ ⊢ Λ.λf . f () : ∀α .(1→α τ ) →α τ / ε

□

In λH/L we can define functions that are effect-polymorphic. Even with dynamic nature of
effect handlers, our effect polymorphism is parametric, which informally means that polymorphic
functions cannot make any decisions based on instantiation of polymorphic variables.

Example 2.4. Let f be a polymorphic function of type ∀α .(τ1 →α τ2) →α τ3. Using effect T with
a single operation tick of type 1 → 1, we could try to define another polymorphic function fcnt
that for any д counts how many times f д uses its parameter. Our first attempt would be:

fcnt = Λ.λд.handleT f ∗ (λx .tickT ();д x )

{tick _, r . λn.r () (n + 1)
; return _. λn.n
} 0

The idea is to apply f to a function that behaves like д, but also raises the tickT operation. The
handler for this operation is stateful and increases state by one (stateful handlers are represented
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in a standard way as an application to a state value). When f finishes its computation, the result is
discarded and the current state is returned.

Unfortunately, this implementation of fcnt does not work as we may expect. If the function д uses
the effect T, the tickT operation will be handled by the internal handler of fcnt and not passed to the
outside context. Surprisingly, we cannot break parametricity this way: the function fcnt has type
∀α .(τ1 →⟨T |α ⟩ τ2) →α int, so it is authorised to handle effect T of д. If we tried to give fcnt a more
polymorphic type ∀α .(τ1 →α τ2) →α int, we would fail, as we cannot coerce α to ⟨T | α⟩ using the
subtyping rules. This problem can be solved by guarding д x by a lift construct, as follows:

f ′cnt = Λ.λд.handleT f ∗ (λx .tickT (); [д x]T)
{tick _, r . λn.r () (n + 1)
; return _. λn.n
} 0

The function f ′cnt has the desired type and behaves as expected, even if effect variable α is in-
stantiated with a row that contains the effect T. Note that in this case, the effect of the function
λx .tickT (); [д x]T contains multiple occurrences of T.

2.4 Implementation

The calculus λH/L can be naturally implemented on a CEK-like abstract machine [Felleisen and
Friedman 1986], where, as in typical abstract machines for delimited control, the complete con-
tinuation is represented by a stack and a meta-stack [Biernacka et al. 2005]. The meta-stack is
enriched with markers [Dybvig et al. 2007] corresponding to lift expressions and effect handlers,
and the additional transitions take care of searching stack for the right handler, and for resuming
(copying) a captured continuation. An abstract machine for algebraic effects and handlers defined
in this style has been recently presented by [Hillerström and Lindley 2016]. The presence of the lift
operator slightly complicates the architecture of the abstract machine in that it requires counting
the stack markers related to a given effect, when searching for the right handler. However, since
the architectural differences are rather limited and the machine has little bearing on the remainder
of this paper, we refrain from presenting its definition.

3 THE LOGICAL RELATION

3.1 Step-indexing

In order to interpret the calculus presented in the previous section, we build a logical relation that
is step-indexed [Appel and McAllester 2001]. The core idea of step-indexing lies in parametrising
the logical relation by a natural number n, the eponymous step-index, to describe the behaviour
of a program over the first n computation steps. This additional parameter allows to use not only
the structure of types, but also the inductive structure of natural numbers to define the relation
and reason about it. Step-indexing is necessary for λH/L because effect signature may be recursive:
types in an effect signature Σ(l ) may contain effect l .

Unfortunately, when we define step-indexed logical relations directly, the definition and proofs
are obscured by ubiquitous step-index arithmetic. In order to hide indices and give a concise,
readable definition we work in the category COFE of complete ordered families of equivalences,
introduced by Di Gianantonio and Miculan 2002, which is recently enjoying more widespread use
in similar contexts. This means that throughout the paper formulas (and relations) are implicitly
indexed: they are interpreted as monotone non-increasing sequences of truth values. All the logical
connectives are interpreted pointwise, except the implication: to ensure monotonicity, A ⇒ B

is valid at index n iff A pointwise implies B for every index k ≤ n. With this interpretation all
inference rules of intuitionistic logic are valid.
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(v1,v2) ∈ J1Kη ⇐⇒ v1 = v2 = ()

(v1,v2) ∈ Jτ1 →ε τ2Kη ⇐⇒ ∀(u1,u2) ∈ Jτ1Kη . (v1 u1,v2 u2) ∈ EJτ2 / εKη

(v1,v2) ∈ J∀α .τ Kη ⇐⇒ ∀R ∈ Eff . (v1 ∗,v2 ∗) ∈ EJτ / ⟨⟩Kη[α 7→R]

Fig. 6. Interpretation of types. We assume that the type is well-formed in implicit parameters Σ and ∆, and
that η ∈ Eff∆ throughout.

Later modality and recursive predicates. In order to force a step-index to decrement, we use a
special connective: the later modal operator (▷), which shifts the interpretation by one. The formula
▷A is always valid at index 0, and is valid at n + 1 iff A is valid at index n. The later modality
distributes over all other connectives (except the existential quantifier) and has two additional
inference rules, that we use in proofs:

A,B ⊢ C

A,▷B ⊢ ▷C

A,▷B ⊢ B

A ⊢ B

The former rule (▷-introduction) allows to shift reasoning to a future world with a smaller index.
To prove ▷C , we may remove all ▷ modalities in assumptions and show C . The latter rule is the
Löb induction principle ś a variant of well-founded induction on indices introduced in this context
in [Appel et al. 2007]. We also generalise the ▷ operator for any relation.

One of the key features of step-indexed logical relations is that they can be defined using recursion
over indices, which is also possible when indices are hidden in the interpretation of the logic. A
predicate can be defined recursively provided that the recursive occurrences are guarded by the
later operator, i.e., they are used with strictly smaller index.
In order to simplify presentation, we use set-theoretic notations in the definitions of the (step-

indexed) relations, keeping in mind the interpretation discussed above. The proofs in Section 4 are
done directly in the logic sketched above, so they also keep all the indices implicit.

3.2 Interpretation of Types and Effects

We define a space Type of semantic types and a space Eff of semantic effects. For the semantic types,
we take the standard space of step-indexed relations over closed values, while the space of semantic
effects is more complex:

Type ≡ UPred(Val2)

Eff ≡ UPred(Exp2 × (EN →֒ N)2 × UPred(Exp2))

TheUPred(X ) denotes the space of (step-indexed) predicates over a (non-indexed) setX . We explain
the role of the various components of this definition in the following; for now we only claim that it
is a well-formed COFE.5

The interpretation of types in the space Type is given in Figure 6. Most things are standard
here: unit values are related at the unit type and functional values are related if they map related
arguments to related results. Since we interpret open types, due to the presence of polymorphism,
the relation is parametrised by an interpretation of row variables (denoted by a metavariable η).
The denotation of a polymorphic type reveals the essence of parametricity: two polymorphic values
are related if they are related for any possible interpretation of the quantified row variable. The

5In a calculus with kinded type variables, we could take these exact spaces as the interpretations of the base kinds of

types and effect rows. Due to the cartesian-closed nature of COFE, this treatment would naturally extend to product and

arrow kinds.
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(e1, e2) ∈ EJτ / εKη ⇐⇒ ∀(E1,E2) ∈ K Jτ / εKη . (E1[e1],E2[e2]) ∈ Obs

(E1,E2) ∈ K Jτ / εKη ⇐⇒ ∀(v1,v2) ∈ Jτ Kη . (E1[v1],E2[v2]) ∈ Obs ∧

∀(e1, e2) ∈ SJτ / εKη . (E1[e1],E2[e2]) ∈ Obs

(E1[e1],E2[e2]) ∈ SJτ / εKη ⇐⇒ ∃ρ1, ρ2, µ . (e1, e2, ρ1, ρ2, µ ) ∈ JεKη ∧

ρ1−free(E1) ∧ ρ2−free(E2) ∧

∀(e ′1, e
′
2) ∈ µ . (E1[e

′
1],E2[e

′
2]) ∈ ▷EJτ / εKη

(e1, e2) ∈ Obs ⇐⇒ (e1 = () ∧ e2 →
∗ ()) ∨ ∃e ′1.(e1 → e ′1 ∧ (e ′1, e2) ∈ ▷Obs).

Fig. 7. Closure operation for expressions, evaluation contexts and simple expressions.

two things of note are the explicit occurrence of the empty effect row in the interpretation of the
polymorphic type, as our type system requires these types to be pure, and the fact that we build
appropriate applications at functional and polymorphic types (vi ui and vi ∗), rather than inspect
the construction of values. This design choice allows us to treat the two classes of arrow-typed
values, i.e., algebraic operations and functions, in a uniform fashion.

The interpretation of computations, EJ−K, is shown in Figure 7 and is defined as a biorthogonal
closure [Pitts and Stark 1998]: two expressions are related if they behave the same in any related
contexts. Two complete programs e1 and e2 have the same behaviour (written (e1, e2) ∈ Obs) for
index n if and only if termination of e1 to unit value in at most n steps implies e2 →

∗ () (note that
e2 may use any number of reduction steps). Since we can define guarded recursive predicates, the
relation Obs is defined without mentioning any indices.

The interesting and novel fragment, and the capstone of our treatment of effects is the relation
for evaluation contexts, K J−K. The computation of an effectful expression can be interrupted in
two ways ś by returning a value or by raising an effect. This intuition is reflected in the definition
of K J−K: two contexts are related if they behave in the same way if plugged with related values or
related expressions that raise an effect (elements of SJ−K). The relation SJ−K can be thought of as
a relation on expressions that are control-stuck, i.e., ones where an unhandled algebraic operation
is found in the evaluation position.6 In the presence of polymorphism, the elements of SJ−K are
not necessarily control-stuck,7 so we call them simple expressions. Note that SJ−K has to be larger
than the denotation of effect rows: control-stuck terms are still control-stuck when enclosed with a
context that does not handle any effects. However, in order to understand the SJ−K relation fully,
we need to turn our attention to the interpretation of effects and effect rows.

Denotation of effects is given in Figure 8. Effect rows, as well as single effects, are interpreted as
tuples of five elements. The first two elements of such a quintuple are the expressions that raise the
effect without any enclosing evaluation contexts. The next two elements are maps that describe
how free the enclosing contexts should be. The final element is an output relation that specifies
how the algebraic operation ought to be interpreted, i.e., what values or other possibly effectful
expressions can replace the first two elements of the tuple.

For a single known effect, l , the first two elements of the quintuple are no surprise: an operation of
the effect applied to related values of the argument type τ1. Since the operations of the effect l can be

6A similar and related pattern appears, unsurprisingly, in constructions of bisimulations for calculi with control effects,

see [Biernacki and Lenglet 2012] for an example.
7Consider trying to relate pure and effectful code at effect α : clearly, on the pure side there simply are no control-stuck

terms to put in the relation, yet we are bound to pick some expressions to match properly control-stuck effectful terms;

cf. Section 4.1 for a worked-out example.
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(opl v1, opl v2, [l 7→ 0], [l 7→ 0],▷Jτ2K∅) ∈ JlK ⇐⇒

op : τ1 → τ2 ∈ Σ(l ) ∧ (v1,v2) ∈ ▷Jτ1K∅

J⟨⟩Kη ≡ ∅

JαKη ≡ η(α )

J⟨l | ε⟩Kη ≡ JlK ∪ JεKη ↑ l

Fig. 8. Interpretation of effects. We assume that the type is well-formed in implicit parameters Σ and ∆, and
that η ∈ Eff∆ throughout.

interpreted by any handler that respects the typing rules, the output relation is the interpretation of
type τ2 (guarded by the later operator, to ensure well-formedness of the definition). The remaining
components are two maps that detail which contexts would form control-stuck terms when plugged
with the operation that appears in the first argument. The question that begs asking is why we
should require this information: after all, we know which effect we do not want handled ś the
information seems to be present in the first two components of the tuple.

To understand why this information is useful, we must turn to the interpretation of effect rows,
particularly the extension of a row ε by an effect l . Most of that definition is as expected: we take
the sum of the interpretations of the effect and of the row ś but the latter with a slight modification.
The operation Q ↑ l shifts the maps of third and fourth element of the interpretation Q by one for
the effect l and is formally defined as

(e1, e2, ρ1 ↑ l , ρ2 ↑ l , µ ) ∈ Q ↑ l ⇐⇒ (e1, e2, ρ1, ρ2, µ ) ∈ Q,

where the shifting of single map ρ ↑ l is defined as follows:

(ρ ↑ l ) (l ) = ρ (l ) + 1

(ρ ↑ l ) (l ′) = ρ (l ′) for l , l ′.

This is precisely what makes for a sensible interpretation of multiple occurrences of the same effect
in a row: we require that any effects that make use of l in the interpretation of ε be treated as more

free, i.e., we acknowledge that neither of these occurrences are the first occurrence of l in the row,
and thus should be considered unhandled even when enclosed with a handler. This, however, only
accounts for a natural number being present, and the construct we use, a partial map from effect
names to numbers is decidedly more complex.

The reason why we choose to use a more complex notion here is the presence of row polymor-
phism: as noted in the introduction, we want to be able to relate computations that instantiate
universal quantifiers with different rows ś in particular, pure and impure computations. Thus, we
allow the relation to specify which effects ought to be considered pertinent. For the same reason,
we also allow the expressions in the relation to be arbitrary, and not just operations applied to
values ś after all, pure computations cannot evaluate to control-stuck terms.

Finally, we can return to the way the interpretations of effect rows are used in the relation
SJ−K. There are three main components to the definition. First, we take expressions ei that are
in the interpretation of the effect row ε , along with associated maps ρi and the output relation µ.
Then, we allow these expressions to be plugged into any evaluation contexts Ei , provided they are
appropriately free with respect to the maps ρi : this ensures that the effect operations in ei are not
handled by the contexts and, crucially, that they will behave appropriately under context extension.
Finally, we require that any pair of expressions that belongs to the output relation will be related
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(γ1,γ2) ∈ GJΓKη ⇐⇒ dom(γ1) = dom(γ2) = dom(Γ) ∧

∀x ∈ dom(Γ). (γ1 (x ),γ2 (x )) ∈ JΓ(x )Kη

Σ;∆; Γ |= e1 ≾ e2 : τ / ε ≡ ∀η ∈ Eff
∆
. ∀(γ1,γ2) ∈ GJΓKη . (e1γ1, e2γ2) ∈ EJτ / εKη

Σ;∆; Γ |= e1 ≃ e2 : τ / ε ≡ Σ;∆; Γ |= e1 ≾ e2 : τ / ε ∧ Σ;∆; Γ |= e2 ≾ e1 : τ / ε

Fig. 9. The logical relation.

as computation when plugged into the contexts Ei . We believe that this interpretation captures the
essence of algebraic effects: the related effects can be interpreted in any way that is allowed by the
output relation, as long as the context in which this happens is appropriately free (intuitively, does
not handle the effect).

With all the components in place, we can define the notions of logical approximation and logical
equivalence, as presented in Figure 9. The definition is standard: the logical equivalence is a logical
approximation in both directions, while the logical approximation is a generalisation of relation
EJ−K for open terms by closing them by any pointwise-related substitutions and any interpretation
of row variables.

Note that as presented here, all definitions are mutually recursive in a complex way. We present
them in this fashion to enhance clarity of reasoning. An interested reader may wish to consult the
Coq development for a more fine-grained way of defining the appropriate relations.

3.3 Reasoning with the Logical Relation

Reasoning about programs using the definition of the logical relation directly is possible, but
because of its biorthogonal nature, one needs to go through the relation K J−K at every step of the
process. In order to simplify the proofs we show that the relation EJ−K is preserved by backward
reduction and includes relation SJ−K and the interpretation of types.

Lemma 1. The following assertions hold:

(1) Jτ Kη ⊆ EJτ / εKη ;
(2) SJτ / εKη ⊆ EJτ / εKη ;
(3) if e1 → e ′1 then (e ′1, e2) ∈ ▷EJτ / εKη implies (e1, e2) ∈ EJτ / εKη ;
(4) if e2 → e ′2 then (e1, e

′
2) ∈ EJτ / εKη implies (e1, e2) ∈ EJτ / εKη .

This lemma allows us to reduce expressions in the goal when proving program equivalences.
Additionally, if a reduction takes place in the left-hand-side expression, we can remove an occurrence
of the later operator from any assumption where it appears (see the later introduction rule in
Section 3.1).
We also introduce an auxiliary relation for partial evaluation contexts, i.e., evaluation contexts

that do not build a complete program. Two such contexts are related if they form related expressions
when plugged with related values and related simple expressions.

(E1,E2) ∈ CJτ1 / ε1 { τ2 / ε2Kη ⇐⇒ (∀(v1,v2) ∈ Jτ1Kη .(E1[v1],E2[v2]) ∈ EJτ2 / ε2Kη ) ∧

(∀(e1, e2) ∈ SJτ1 / ε1Kη .(E1[e1],E2[e2]) ∈ EJτ2 / ε2Kη )

This relation is compatible with the relation EJ−K.

Lemma 2. For any contexts (E1,E2) ∈ CJτ1 / ε1 { τ2 / ε2Kη and expressions (e1, e2) ∈ EJτ1 / ε1Kη
we have (E1[e1],E2[e2]) ∈ EJτ2 / ε2Kη .
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This lemma is very useful when reasoning about programs with handlers: to prove that two
handlers behave equivalently, it suffices to show that they are in the (symmetric closure of) relation
CJ−K. Such a proof can be further simplified, since the relation SJ−K can be characterised by
conditions that are much simpler to check. To show that two partial contexts are related, it suffices
to check that they are related when plugged with values and those simple expressions that are
relevant to these contexts. This characterisation is formalised through the following two lemmas.8

Lemma 3. Let ε1 be an effect row, and ε2 be effect row ε1 with n additional labels l at the front.

Additionally, assume the following:

(1) for any (v1,v2) ∈ Jτ1Kη we have (E1[v1],E2[v2]) ∈ EJτ2 / ε2Kη ;
(2) n−free(l ,E1) and n−free(l ,E2);
(3) 0−free(l ′,E1) and 0−free(l

′,E2) for any l
′
, l .

Then (E1,E2) ∈ CJτ1 / ε1 { τ2 / ε2Kη .

Lemma 4. Let ε1 be an effect row, and ε2 be an effect row ε1 with n additional labels l at the front.

Additionally, assume the following:

(1) for any (v1,v2) ∈ Jτ1Kη we have (E1[v1],E2[v2]) ∈ EJτ2 / ε2Kη ;
(2) n−free(l ,E1[[□]l ]) and n−free(l ,E2[[□]l ]);
(3) 0−free(l ′,E1) and 0−free(l

′,E2) for any l
′
, l ;

(4) for any (op : σ1 → σ2) ∈ Σ(l ), (v1,v2) ∈ ▷Jσ1Kη and any contexts E ′1 and E ′2 such that

0−free(l ,E ′1) and 0−free(l ,E
′
2), if we have (E

′
1[u1],E

′
2[u2]) ∈ ▷EJτ1 / ⟨l | ε1⟩Kη for any values

(u1,u2) ∈ ▷Jσ2Kη then we have

(E1[E
′
1[opl v1]],E2[E

′
2[opl v2]]) ∈ EJτ2 / ε2Kη .

Then (E1,E2) ∈ CJτ1 / ⟨l | ε1⟩ { τ2 / ε2Kη .

Note that the fourth requirement of Lemma 4 is similar to checking that contexts E1 and E2 are
compatible with elements of SJτ1 / ⟨l | ε1⟩Kη , but one only needs to consider the effect l , since the
other effects are not handled by these contexts.

With these tools ready, we are in a position to prove standard compatibility lemmas which state
that the logical relation is preserved by all language constructs. We list the three lemmas that are
explicitly related to algebraic effects.

Lemma 5 (compat-op). If op : σ → τ ∈ Σ(l ), then Σ;∆; Γ |= opl ≾ opl : σ →⟨l ⟩ τ / ⟨⟩.

Lemma 6 (compat-lift). If Σ;∆; Γ |= e1 ≾ e2 : τ / ε , then Σ;∆; Γ |= [e1]l ≾ [e2]l : τ / ⟨l | ε⟩.

Lemma 7 (compat-handle). Take any expressions e1, e2, e
′
1, e
′
2 and handlers h1, h2 such that:

(1) Σ;∆; Γ |= e1 ≾ e2 : σ / ⟨l | ε⟩,
(2) for each (op : τ1 → τ2) ∈ Σ(l ) there exist (op x , r . eh1 ∈ h1) and (op x , r . eh2 ) ∈ h2 such that

Σ;∆; Γ,x : τ1, r : τ2 →ε τ |= eh1 ≾ eh2 : τ / ε ,
(3) Σ;∆; Γ,x : σ |= e ′1 ≾ e ′2 : τ / ε .

Then Σ;∆; Γ |= handlel e1 {h1; return x . e ′1} ≾ handlel e2 {h2; return x . e ′2} : τ / ε .

As a corollary of the compatibility lemmas, we obtain the fundamental property of the logical
relations, i.e., that all well-typed programs are related to themselves.

Theorem 8 (fundamental). For any expression e , if Σ;∆; Γ ⊢ e : τ / ε , then Σ;∆; Γ |= e ≃ e : τ / ε .

8This notion can be further generalised to partial contexts that have any number of relevant effects. However, the general

formulation is complex and requires additional definitions, so we present only the most useful instances. An interested

reader may consult the Coq development for details.
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3.4 Soundness

Having defined a relational model of λH/L we can use it for reasoning about programs in our
calculus. First of all, as a corollary of the fundamental property we can prove type-soundness for
complete programs:

Theorem 9 (type-soundness). For any expression e , if Σ; ·; · ⊢ e : 1 / ⟨⟩ and e →∗ e ′ ↛, then e ′ is

a unit value (e ′ = ()).

Another important property of the logical relation is that it is sound with respect to the contextual
equivalence. Two programs are contextually equivalent if they have the same observations in
any context:

Σ;∆; Γ ⊢ e1 ≃ e2 : τ / ε ≡

∀C ∈ Cont. Σ; ·; · ⊢ C[e1],C[e2] : 1 / ⟨⟩ ⇒ (C[e1]→
∗ () ⇔ C[e2]→

∗ ())

Note that the only observation is the termination to unit value. Even though the unit type has
exactly one value, this design choice does not decrease the discriminating power of contextual
equivalence: since computations can diverge and we quantify over all possible contexts, any
difference in observational behaviour of two programs can be used to build a context that makes
exactly one of them diverge.

It is notoriously difficult to use this definition directly. However, the logical relation is specifically
chosen to imply it, as in the following theorem, thus giving us a useful method of showing
contextual equivalence.

Theorem 10 (soundness). For any expressions e1 and e2, if Σ;∆; Γ |= e1 ≃ e2 : τ / ε holds for all
step-indices, then Σ;∆; Γ ⊢ e1 ≃ e2 : τ / ε .

4 REASONING ABOUT ALGEBRAIC EFFECTS AND HANDLERS

We now show how one can use the logical relation defined in Section 3 to prove non-trivial
program equivalences. We discuss five examples: the first two illustrate how one can employ the
parametricity of effect polymorphism in reasoning about algebraic effects and handlers, while in
the others we formally investigate the expressive power of our lift construct. To help the reader
understand the particularities of our logical relation, the first example is simpler and explained in
greater detail. The other examples are more condensed, but they exhibit similar proof structure.
To increase readability, we use type int together with some literals ś but no operations. For

simplicity of presentation, the λH/L calculus does not contain base types or constants (see also
Section 5.1), so the reader should treat int as syntactic sugar on the meta-level standing for any
type with a number of distinct values.

4.1 Pure vs Effectful Computations

In the first example we return to the problem posed in the introduction, namely showing the
contextual equivalence of two programs: a pure one and an effectful one interpreted by a handler,
given by expressions (1) and (2) respectively. To state the problem using the definition of the
contextual equivalence and the full syntax of λH/L, let f be a row-polymorphic function of type
∀α .(1→α int) →α τ in an environment Γ. We want to prove the following equivalence:

Σ; ·; Γ ⊢ f ∗ (λx .5) ≃ handleR f ∗ askR {ask _, r . r 5} : τ / ⟨⟩

We can establish the above by using soundness (Theorem 10) together with the definition
of the logical equivalence (Figure 9). Proving the logical equivalence amounts to verifying two
approximations ≾, but we show only the first one here, as the proof of the other one is analogous.
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By definition of ≾, it is enough to show that assuming ( f1, f2) ∈ J∀α .(1→α int) →α τ K∅, it is
the case that

( f1 ∗ (λx .5), handleR f2 ∗ askR {ask _, r . r 5}) ∈ EJτ / ⟨⟩K∅. (3)

For this, we define a relation R in Eff , which relates only one quintuple:

R ≡ {((λx .5) (), askR (), ∅, [R 7→ 0], {(5, 5)})}

Note that the pure expression (λx .5) () related with askR () is not a normal form and can be reduced.
We pick this expression because it is the part of the snapshot of the execution of the first program
that exactly corresponds to the point in the execution of the second program where the effect
is raised. The third and fourth components of this quintuple are maps that describe the level of
freeness of the evaluation contexts in which mentioned expressions may occur. Indeed, the first
map is empty, because the first expression is pure, and the second expression uses the first reader
effect in a row, so the context should be 0-free for the effect R. The last element of the quintuple is
a relation that contains only one pair of values, (5, 5), that is, the only possible interpretation of the
considered effect in the compared programs. We also need the following three simple facts:

(A) ( f1 ∗, f2 ∗) ∈ EJ(1→α int) →α τ / ⟨⟩K[α 7→R].
This fact actually holds for any relation R, and follows directly from the definition of the
interpretation of polymorphic types.

(B) (λx .5, askR) ∈ J1→α intK[α 7→R].
Since the relationSJ−K is included in EJ−K, it suffices to show that (□[(λx .5) ()],□[askR ()]) ∈

SJint / αK[α 7→R]. The quintuple in R relates (λx .5) () with askR (), so, by the definition of
SJ−K, it is enough to show the following facts about the empty context:
(i) ∅−free(□),
(ii) 0−free(R,□),
(iii) for any (e1, e2) ∈ {(5, 5)}, it is the case that (□[e1],□[e2]) ∈ ▷EJint / αK[α 7→R].
These facts are easy to verify. Note that in this example the results of λx .5 and askR may
be passed to some unknown code, so we have to make sure that they are equivalent. Since
we consider these functions effectful, in (iii) we only check that the results given in the
specification (that is, the relation R) are equivalent. For an incorrect specification, e.g., when
the last element of the quintuple is {(5, 5), (7, 42)}, we might be unable to prove (iii).

(C) (□, handleR □ {ask _, r . r 5}) ∈ CJτ / α { τ / ⟨⟩K[α 7→R].
We prove this fact using Löb induction. First, we assume that these contexts are in the relation
▷CJτ / α { τ / ⟨⟩K[α 7→R]. By the definition of CJ−K, we need to show that these contexts
form related expressions when plugged with related values or related simple expressions.
The case of values is trivial, since both contexts just return the respective plugged values.
For the case of simple expressions, we show that for any (e1, e2) ∈ SJτ / αK[α 7→R], it is the
case that (e1, handleR e2 {ask _, r . r 5}) ∈ EJτ / ⟨⟩K[α 7→R]. Since there is only one quintuple
in the interpretation of α , we need to show that for any E1 and E2 such that 0−free(R,E2) (∗)
and (E1[5],E2[5]) ∈ ▷EJτ / αK[α 7→R] (∗∗), it is the case that

(E1[(λx .5) ()], handleR E2[askR ()] {ask _, r . r 5}) ∈ EJτ / ⟨⟩K[α 7→R].

Because of (∗), the handler matches the askR operation and both expressions can be reduced.
So, it is left to show that

(E1[5], handleR E2[5] {ask _, r . r 5}) ∈ ▷EJτ / ⟨⟩K[α 7→R].

Note that in the above we performed reduction on the left-hand side, so the later operator
appeared in our goal. We shift reasoning to the future world, removing the later operator
from the induction hypothesis, (∗∗), and our goal. Then we conclude using the induction
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hypothesis and (∗∗). Note that in this part of the proof we check that the handler matches the
specification given in our relation R. If the last component of the quintuple did not contain
the pair (5, 5), we would not be able to use (∗∗) to conclude the proof.

To show (3), we can now use Lemma 2 to obtain the following:

( f1 ∗ (λx .5), handleR f2 ∗ askR {ask _, r . r 5}) ∈ EJτ / ⟨⟩K[α 7→R].

The first premise of Lemma 2 is instantiated with (C), while the second premise is instantiated with
the compatibility of pointwise application of (A) to (B). Now, α occurs neither in τ nor ⟨⟩, hence,
using weakening, we can exchange the row variable interpretation [α 7→ R] to the empty map ∅,
which concludes the proof of (3).

4.2 State as a Composition of Reader and Writer

In this example we show that the representation of state using the reader and writer effects
mentioned in the introduction is equivalent to the standard handler for state. We assume that Σ
contains the following effects:

• reader effect R with one operation ask : 1→ σ ,
• writer effectW with one operation tell : σ → 1,
• state effect S with two operations get : 1→ σ and put : σ → 1.

Given a polymorphic function f of type ∀α .(1→α σ ) → (σ →α 1) →α τ in an environment Γ, we
can show that the following two functions are equivalent for type σ → τ and the empty effect row:

λs .handleR
handleW f ∗ askR tellW
{tell s ′, r . [handleR r () {ask _, r . r s ′}]R}
{ask _, r . r s}

λs .handleS f ∗ getS putS
{get _, r . λs .r s s
; put s ′, r . λs .r () s ′

; return x . λ_.x
} s

Note that equivalence of the two expressions above is not the ultimate equivalence of the two
implementations of state: indeed, we shall see that because of the limiting type that we picked for f ,
the lift in the reader/writer definition will never be actively used. A more useful equivalence would
be obtained through a translation of one effect into another; however, we believe the argument in
the following presents the proof method well, while at the same time being easier to follow.

As previously, we show the approximation only in one direction. We start with an instantiation
for the free variable f in both programs with any ( f1, f2) ∈ J∀α .(1→α σ ) → (σ →α 1) →α τ K∅,
and (s1, s2) ∈ JσK∅ for arguments of the λ-abstractions. We pick the following interpretation of α :

R ≡ {(askR (), getS (), [R 7→ 0], [S 7→ 0], JσK∅)}

∪ {(tellW v1, putS v2, [W 7→ 0], [S 7→ 0], {((), ())}) | (v1,v2) ∈ JσK∅}

In R we say that askR () is related with getS (), but we do not specify how they are interpreted
by a handler. We only require that they are interpreted as equivalent elements of type σ (the last
element of the first quintuple is the interpretation of σ ). Effectful expressions tellW v1 and putS v2
are considered equivalent if the new state values v1 and v2 are equivalent. Similarly to the previous
example, we use the following three facts:

(A) ( f1 ∗, f2 ∗) ∈ EJ(1→α σ ) → (σ →α 1) →α τ / ⟨⟩K[α 7→R].
(B) (askR, getS) ∈ J1→α σK[α 7→R] and (tellW, putS) ∈ Jσ →α 1K[α 7→R].
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(C) Contexts

handleR
handleW □

{tell s ′, r . [handleR r () {ask _, r . r s ′}]R}
{ask _, r . r s1}

and

handleS □
{get _, r . λs .r s s
; put s ′, r . λs .r () s ′

; return x . λ_.x
} s2

are in the relation CJτ / α { τ / ⟨⟩K[α 7→R].
In order to show this fact, we first generalise it for any (s1, s2) ∈ JσK∅ (because the state may
change during the computation), and then we prove it by Löb induction. Both contexts return
plugged values, so we only need to test them against simple expressions. Since the relation R

is a sum of two relations, we have to check two cases: for reader and writer respectively. For
the reader effect, we test contexts using expressions E1[askR ()] and E2[getS ()] such that
0−free(R,E1) and 0−free(S,E2). In this case we proceed as in the previous example: contexts
plugged with these expressions after a number of reduction steps recreate themselves plugged
with equivalent expressions E1[s1] and E2[s2], so we conclude using the induction hypothesis
(we performed reduction steps, so we can remove the later operator). For the writer effect, the
situation is more complicated, since after a number of reduction steps we obtain two terms
of the forms handleR [e1]R {ask _, r . r s1} and e2 respectively, where e1 and e2 are tested
contexts (with a new state) plugged with some equivalent expressions. However, because
we can show that e1 and e2 are related in EJτ / ⟨⟩K[α 7→R] (using the induction hypothesis), it
suffices to show that

(handleR [□]R {ask _, r . r s1},□) ∈ CJτ / ⟨⟩ { τ / ⟨⟩K[α 7→R].

This, in turn, is easy to verify: because the relation SJτ / ⟨⟩K[α 7→R] is empty, we only have to
test these contexts against values.

The rest of the proof is obtained by combining facts (A), (B), and (C) using compatibility and
weakening lemmas as in the previous example.

4.3 Return Clause

In this example we show that one consequence of having the lift operator in the language is that we
do not need the return clause in the grammar of handlers. That is, each handler with a non-trivial
return clause can be expressed as a handler in which the return clause is trivial.
Assume expressions e and er , and a handler h such that the following hold:

• Σ;∆; Γ ⊢ e : σ / ⟨l | ε⟩,
• Σ;∆; Γ ⊢l h : τ / ε ,
• Σ;∆; Γ,x : σ ⊢ er : τ / ε .

Then, as we now prove, the expressions handlel e {h; return x . er } and handlel (λx .[er ]l ) e {h} are
equivalent.
As usual, we show the approximation only in one direction. By the soundness theorem, it is

enough to show that for any η and (γ1,γ2) ∈ GJΓKη , we have the following:

(handlel eγ1 {hγ1; return x . erγ1}, handlel (λx .[erγ2]l ) eγ2 {hγ2}) ∈ EJτ / εKη .

Since (eγ1, eγ2) ∈ EJσ / ⟨l | ε⟩Kη (by the fundamental property), it suffices to show that the evalua-
tion contexts enclosing the two expressions are related:

(handlel □ {hγ1; return x . erγ1}, handlel (λx .[erγ2]l ) □ {hγ2}) ∈ CJσ / ⟨l | ε⟩ { τ / εKη . (4)
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We proceed by Löb induction. By Lemma 4 it is sufficient to test these contexts against values and
the single relevant effect l .
When we plug related values (v1,v2) ∈ JσKη into these contexts, after one reduction step we

obtain the terms erγ1{v1/x } and handlel [erγ2{v2/x }]l {γ2h}. By the fundamental property, we have
(erγ1{v1/x }, erγ2{v2/x }) ∈ EJτ / εKη , so it suffices to show that

(□, handlel [□]l {hγ2}) ∈ CJτ / ε { τ / εKη ,

which in turn is easy to verify using Lemma 3.
Now, we test contexts from (4) with l . Let us take any op : τ1 → τ2 ∈ Σ(l ) and any values v1, v2

together with contexts E1, E2 such that:

(A) (v1,v2) ∈ ▷Jτ1K∅,
(B) 0−free(l ,E1),
(C) 0−free(l ,E2),
(D) for any (u1,u2) ∈ ▷Jτ2K∅, we have (E1[u1],E2[u2]) ∈ ▷EJσ / ⟨l | ε⟩Kη .

We need to show

(handlel E1[opl v1] {hγ1; return x . erγ1}, handlel (λx .[erγ2]l ) (E2[opl v2]) {hγ2}) ∈ EJτ / εKη .

But the handler h is well-typed, so there exists an expression eh , such that (op x , r . eh ) ∈ h and
Σ;∆; Γ,x : τ1, r : τ2 →ε τ ⊢ eh : τ / ε , so we can reduce the tested expressions and show that

(ehγ1{v1/x }{r1/r }, ehγ2{v2/x }{r2/r }) ∈ EJτ / εKη ,

where r1 and r2 are reified continuations:

r1 = λz.handlel E1[z] {hγ1; return x . erγ1}

r2 = λz.handlel (λx .[erγ2]l ) (E2[z]) {hγ2}.

Note that this reduction allows us to remove later operators from (A), (D), and the induction hypothe-
sis. Using the fundamental property, we can conclude the proof if we show that (r1, r2) ∈ Jτ2 →ε τ Kη .
This, in turn, can be obtained using (D), the induction hypothesis, and the compatibility lemmas.

4.4 Generalised Lift

The lift construct [−]l in λH/L allows one to explicitly extend any effect row ε by a dummy effect l ,
yielding a row ⟨l | ε⟩. This new effect l is interpreted as the first effect in the row, and is handled
by the first corresponding handler. We could generalise this construct in a way that inserts a new
effect at any position in the row. For example, we can have a construct [−]1l with the following
typing rule:

Σ;∆; Γ ⊢ e : τ / ⟨l | ε⟩

Σ;∆; Γ ⊢ [e]1l : τ / ⟨l , l | ε⟩

which places the dummy effect at the second position. Then [opl v]
1
l and [[opl v]l ]

1
l would be

handled by the first and the third corresponding handler respectively.
Interestingly, λH/L is expressive enough to define such a generalised lift, but the construction is

not as straightforward as one might expect. For instance, assume an effect l with a single operation
opl . Then the construct [e]1l can be macro-expressed as follows:

[e]1l ≡ [ [ handlel e
{op x , r . λ_.(λy.[[r y]l ]l ()) (opl x )
; return x . λ_.x
}

]l ]l ().
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The high-level idea of the solution is to handle the first effect in a row, and create a thunk with
the desired effect (the effect of the suspended computation inside a λ-abstraction can be different
than the effect of the λ-abstraction itself). However, the process of creating a thunk might raise a
latent effect from ε ś including yet another instance of l , which needs to be appropriately guarded.
Since [e]1l has to have the effect ⟨l , l | ε⟩, the handler must be lifted twice before the thunk is forced.
A similar story happens inside the handler for opl , because the resumption r has the effect ε and
returns a thunk with the desired effect.
In order to see that [e]1l has the desired behaviour, we show that handling and then lifting the

effect l is equivalent to lifting using [−]1l and then handling. Assume we have Σ(l ) = opl : τ1 → τ2.
Then for any value f of type τ1 → (τ2 →⟨l |ε⟩ τ ) →ε τ and expression e with type τ and effect ⟨l | ε⟩
we have

([handlel e {opl x , r . f x (λy.[r y]l )}]l , handlel [e]
1
l {opl x , r . [f x r ]l }) ∈ EJτ / ⟨l | ε⟩Kη .

We show using Löb induction principle that contexts [handlel □ {opl x , r . f x (λy.[r y]l )}]l and

handlel [□]1l {opl x , r . [f x r ]l } enclosing expression e are in relation CJτ / ⟨l | ε⟩ { τ / ⟨l | ε⟩Kη .
By Lemma 4 it suffices to check only effect l (checking values in this case is trivial). Let us test
these contexts with any control-stuck expressions E1[opl v1] and E2[opl v2] such that

(A) (v1,v2) ∈ ▷Jτ1K∅,
(B) 0−free(l ,E1) and 0−free(l ,E2),
(C) for every (u1,u2) ∈ ▷Jτ2K∅ we have (E1[u1],E2[u2]) ∈ ▷EJτ / ⟨l | ε⟩Kη .

The first program reduces to [f v1 (λy.[r1 y]l )]l where r1 is a resumption

r1 = λz.handlel E1[z] {opl x , r . f x (λy.[r y]l )}.

The reduction of the second program is more complicated. At first, the effect is handled inside the
definition of [−]1l , where the thunk is returned and immediately forced. So after four reduction
steps we get

handlel (λy.sy ) (opl v2) {opl x , r . [f x r ]l },

where sy is an expression that in one step reduces to [E2[y]]
1
l . Now, we have an operation opl ,

which is matched by the outside handler, so we can reduce further, obtaining the term [f v2 r2]l ,
where r2 is the following resumption:

r2 = λz.handlel (λy.sy ) z {opl x , r . [f x r ]l }.

Reducing both programs, we obtain terms of the same form, so, by compatibility, we only need to
show the equivalence of the fragments that differ, that is, that for any (u1,u2) ∈ Jτ2Kη , we want
((λy.[r1 y]l ) u1, r2 u2) ∈ EJτ / ⟨l | ε⟩Kη . But these expressions reduce to the initial contexts plugged
with E1[u1] and E2[u2] respectively, so we can conclude using the induction hypothesis and the
property of the contexts E1 and E2.

4.5 Swapping Effects in a Row

Handlers in λH/L always handle the first occurrence of a given effect in a row. This also leaves a
place for potential generalisation. We can imagine a handle-like construct that handles the second
or any other occurrence of the effect in the row. Such handlers are easily expressible in λH/L by
means of an operation that permutes occurrences of the same effect in a row. In detail, handle1l e {h}
that handles the second occurrence of effect l in a row can be macro-expressed as

handlel (swapl e ) {h},

where swapl e swaps first two occurrences of effect l in expression e . Defining this swapl operation
can be achieved using the same method as we used in the definition of [−]1l , that is, by building a
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thunk with the transformed effect. But in this case we need [−]1l instead of the usual lift to coerce
unhandled effects:

swapl e ≡ [ handlel e
{opl x , r . λ_.(λy.[r y]

1
l ()) [opl x]l

; return x . λ_.x
}

]1
l
().

We could show a property for swap analogous to the one discussed Section 4.4 with a similar proof
based mostly on term reductions.

5 RELATED WORK

5.1 Calculi of Algebraic Effects and Handlers

Different calculi for algebraic effects and handlers discussed in the literature are tailored for different
purposes. They are either elaborated from A to Z in order to present a formal semantics of a fully-
fledged programming language [Bauer and Pretnar 2015; Leijen 2017b; Lindley et al. 2017], or are
trimmed down to focus on a specific aspect of programming with handlers [Bauer and Pretnar 2014;
Hillerström et al. 2017; Kammar and Pretnar 2017]. Our case is the latter, since we focus on what we
believe is a minimal calculus with a row-based type-and-effect system that supports well-behaved
row polymorphism with multiple occurrences of the same effect in a row. Our calculus misses some
elements indispensable in a full programming language, such as the usual base types other than
the unit (booleans, integers, etc.), type polymorphism, or, perhaps, kinds. However, we suspect that
adding these to the calculus would not pose much difficulty, since they seem orthogonal to the
problem of relational interpretation of algebraic effects, and could be obtained using the standard
relational machinery. Thus, to focus the presentation, they are intentionally omitted.

Managing multiple occurrences of the same effect, which we touch upon when considering row
polymorphism (see Example 2.4), is an important practical problem, not necessarily related to the
row-based approach to effects. For example, if one wants to use two different mutable memory
cells, how to distinguish between the two different sets of put’s and get’s? The simplest approach
would be to use two distinct effects, one for each cell. But this way we would forfeit modularity,
since one would not be able to write a general handler for both effects. This issue is resolved, for
example, in the language Eff [Bauer and Pretnar 2015] by effect instances or in Brady’s 2013b
library by optional labels. In our calculus, the lift construct allows us to assign an operation to a
different occurrence of the effect in the row, and the ordering of handlers allows us to handle an
appropriate occurrence of the effect. While we acknowledge that some of these techniques may be
less brittle in practical use, the semantics and models of such features are invariably more complex
than what we propose in this paper, and their use would distract from the important theoretical
properties we discuss here. We believe that the precise relative expressive power of dynamic effect
instances, similar constructs in other languages, and our lift operator, as well as their interaction
with other programming language constructs, such as existential types, forms an interesting avenue
of future work.

Up to our knowledge, with the notable exception of Koka, all the calculi of algebraic effects and
handlers described in the literature are based on Levy’s 2004 call-by-push-value paradigm, which
keeps an explicit distinction between value types and computation types, or on fine-grained call-
by-value, which exhibits similar properties. It is a matter of future work to examine the relationship
between call-by-push-value and call-by-value calculi with algebraic effects.
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5.2 Reasoning about Algebraic Effects

Algebraic operations were first considered together with equations (see [Plotkin and Power 2004])
as a tool for algebraic understanding of monads used in programming, along the line of Moggi’s 1991
category-theoretic semantics for the computational λ-calculus. The slogan ‘notions of computation
determine monads’ [Plotkin and Power 2002] refers to the correspondence between algebraic
theories and Lawvere theories on one side, and monads with rank on the other side; see [Hyland
and Power 2007].

Reasoning about algebraic operations (without handlers) is discussed by Katsumata 2013 in the
context of monadic lifting of logical relations, and by Plotkin and Power 2001a in the context of
relating denotational and operational semantics of languages with algebraic operations. Plotkin
and Pretnar [Plotkin and Pretnar 2008] introduce a program logic to reason about equality in
the computational λ-calculus with algebraic operations, later extended to incorporate handlers
by Pretnar 2010.

Another approach to reasoning about algebraic operations and handlers is via dependent types.
For a more practical account, see Brady’s 2013b; 2014 implementation in the language Idris [Brady
2013a]. A more theoretical approach is given via fibred effects [Ahman 2017; Ahman et al. 2016].

5.3 Monadic Interpretation

A part of the motivation for our approach to multiple occurrences of the same effect in a row
comes from the monadic interpretation of algebraic effects [Plotkin and Power 2001b, 2002],
used, for example, to embed algebraic effects in a pure language, such as Haskell [Kiselyov et al.
2013; Wu and Schrijvers 2015]. In this setting, operations are given in the continuation-passing
style (see [Lindley 2014] for a discussion), that is, each operation is specified by the type of its
parameter and a generalised arity given by an endofunctor. For example, a direct-style operation
askR : 1 →R σ corresponds to a continuation-passing operation with the arity given by the
representable endofunctor (-)σ . A signature of an effect is an endofunctor obtained as a coproduct
of operation signatures paired with the types of their respective parameters. Then, an effectful
computation lives in the Kleisli category of the free monad induced by a signature, along the
lines of Moggi’s 1991 computational λ-calculus. In this setting, a multi-effect computation can be
seen as a computation over the signature obtained as the coproduct of the respective signatures.
Heavily abusing notation, one can say that a computation with the effect type given by a closed
row ⟨l0, l1, l2, . . .⟩ correspond to a value of the free monad generated by the coproduct of signatures
l0 + l1 + l2 + · · · .

Coproducts, at least in the category of (endofunctors on the category of) sets and functions, are
given by (pointwise) disjoint unions, which means that their elements are labelled by the position
of their signatures in the coproduct. (One usually writes inl and inr for the two labels in binary
coproducts.) For instance, given an element of a coproduct of the shapeA+A, the label reveals from
which A the element comes from. In the syntax of λH/L and similar ‘direct-style’ calculi, there are
no labels, and so, by default, each operation is assigned to the first occurrence of the corresponding
effect in the coproduct, that is, the row. Additionally, in λH/L there is no label to denote a variable
at the bottom of the free monad structure. So, given a signature Σ generating a free monad Σ∗,
values of the free monad Σ∗ (Σ∗A), in which the variables are of the type Σ∗A, are treated in the
same way as values of the type Σ∗A, since we cannot see where a variable ‘begins’ in the structure.
In other words, for the lack of labels, some things that are easily distinguishable in the monadic
approach are glued together in λH/L. This issues can be addressed using the lift operator, which
pushes occurrences of effects to the right in the row, making it possible to assign an operation to
an arbitrary occurrence of the effect in the row.
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The lift operator also allows us to represent Σ∗ (Σ∗A) as (Σ + Σ)∗A, useful in the following. In
the monadic setting, handlers can be explained as transpositions of morphisms via the monadic
free-forgetful adjunction F ⊣ U to the category of algebras for the signature endofunctors. That is,
given a signature Σ and a Σ-algebra ⟨B,b : ΣB → B⟩, a morphism f : A→ U ⟨B,b⟩ corresponds to an

algebra homomorphism Σ∗A→ B. This homomorphism can be factored as Σ∗A
Σ∗f
−−−→ Σ∗B

ϵ⟨B,b⟩
−−−−→ B,

where ϵ is the counit of the adjunction, and f represents the return clause. This is what happens in
the example discussed in Section 4.3, in which we split the handler into two independent parts.
However, if B is again an effectful computation, we do not want this handler to interpret the
operations in B. This is what happens automatically in the monadic setting, as a label isolates B,
while in Section 4.3 we have to explicitly mark it using the lift operator.

5.4 Row Polymorphism for Effect Handlers

As we already remarked, in the recent years row-polymorphic systems have been used in the
contexts of algebraic effects. In the following, we investigate the approaches adopted by the two
most prominent exponents of this technique, Leijen’s Koka 2017b, and Hillerström and Lindley’s
extension of Links 2016, through the lens of our relational interpretation of effects and effect rows.
First, however, let us highlight their respective approaches.
The approach of Hillerström and Lindley is influenced by the fact that they extend an existing

language, Links, and thus already have available row polymorphism, used for polymorphic variants,
records and so on. This choice, however, ties their approach to the form of row quantification
peculiar to the domain of records and variants: in keeping with the seminal work of Remy 1994,
the names have to be unique within the row, and the universal quantifiers, constrained. In effect,
the type ∀α . 1 →⟨l |α ⟩ 1 is not well-formed: the system needs to ensure l will not be present in
the row substituted for α , and the elimination rule for the polymorphic type must enforce this,
giving us instead the type ∀α < {l } . 1 →⟨l |α ⟩ 1.9 In the context of records or variants, this kind
of quantification is perfectly natural. However, as we argued in the preceding paragraph it is
just as natural to allow multiple instances of the same effect in the row ś indeed, as Example 2.4
argues, it can be positively beneficial. On the flip side, even though the quantification is more
complex, the simplified shape of the rows can make the system easier to understand intuitively for
the programmer.

The question remains, would an interpretation of effect rows defined along the lines of Section 3
also become simpler. We posit that this is indeed the case. Recall the interpretation of rows in
Figure 8. If the type system ensures that effects in any row are disjoint, we can do away with
the lifting of the interpretation of ε at l in the interpretation of ⟨l | ε⟩, and indeed with the maps
themselves. Thus, in effect, we can interpret the row as a simple-minded set, as we have a static
guarantee that every pair of effects in the row is disjoint. Crucially, this property is preserved under
type substitution, due to the constrained universal quantification, which ensures soundness of this
simplified approach. The lack of duplicate effects naturally renders lifts unnecessary, but this has
little bearing for the remainder of the model, except for simpler definition of freeness. Thus, we can
indeed view the system of Hillerström and Lindley as trading some expressive power for greater
simplicity ś a judgement justified by the natural simplifications in the model.

This is not so in the case of Leijen’s calculus. The type system he presents does allow for multiple
instances of the same effect label in the row, with the explicit proviso that ⟨l , l⟩ is different from
⟨l⟩, which the author considers harmless, if not particularly practical. Since the calculus has no
counterpart of our lift operation, this seems probable on face value. First, let us consider how a row
⟨l , l⟩ can arise in the absence of lifts. A glance at the type system suffices to convince us that there

9In the authors’ formulation, this constraint is present in the kind of α , but its nature remains unchanged.
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are exactly two ways: by weakening, as a result of effect subsumption ⟨l⟩ ≤ ⟨l , l⟩, and through
instantiation of a variable α in a row ⟨l | α⟩ to a row ⟨l⟩. In the former case, the second occurrence
of l is clearly a dummy, not referring to any actual algebraic operations. The latter case seems less
clear-cut ś but only until we consider how the row ⟨l | α⟩ itself can be constructed. Again, we have
to consider the effect subsumption rules, to find out that it can only arise through the subsumption
⟨l⟩ ≤ ⟨l | α⟩,10 thus again ensuring that the row α is not actually used, and so the terms that can
have this effect are exactly the ones with effect ⟨l⟩.
Let us now consider how this approach would translate to our relational set-up. Note that in

the interpretation of ‘stuck’ terms, we plug the expressions obtained from the interpretation of
rows into appropriately free contexts ś and in the absence of lifts, no contexts are n-free for n > 0.
Thus, while we can express the interpretation of multiple effects, we are unable to actually use these
terms. This observation points us towards a simplification of the interpretation, but at the cost of
dropping the conceit that ⟨l⟩ and ⟨l , l⟩ are different ś which the genesis of the row ⟨l , l⟩, explored
above, already suggested.

In order to simplify the interpretation, we can use the insight that the tuples whose maps contain
non-zero elements are useless, and that these are all the tuples where the lifting operation, ↑, acts
nontrivially. Thus, instead of lifting, we can simply remove the affected tuples from the relation,
ensuring that only the leftmost occurrence of each effect is taken into account. Overall, this seems to
be a rather limited simplification: both the model and the calculus remain relatively complex, while
the inability to refer to further occurrences of the effect requires the user to give up a significant
amount of expressive power.
Let us note that Leijen suggests an operator akin to our lift, called inject, in [Leijen 2014] with

stated purpose of preventing client-code’s exceptions from interfering with exceptions raised by
libraries. Moreover, [Leijen 2017a] indicates that some variant of this operator has been implemented.
However, this operator is explicitly discarded from theoretical considerations, and little observation
of its role in providing robust parametricity is made.

5.5 Logical Relations, Step-indexing and Effects

Step-indexed logical relations are one of the go-to tools to reason about observational equivalence
of programs in higher-order languages that feature more sophisticated constructs: from recursive
types [Ahmed 2006] to higher-order store [Ahmed et al. 2009] and control operators [Dreyer et al.
2010]. While the step indices were initially rather explicit, in short time they were hidden under
the ‘later’ modality, like for instance in Dreyer et al.’s LSLR 2011. The notion of COFE as a universe
of step-indexed spaces comes from Di Gianantonio and Miculan 2002, who introduced it as a more
natural alternative for (a particular family of) ultrametric spaces that lends itself particularly well
to formalisation.
The use of logical relations over type-and-effect systems in order to prove generic effect-based

program equivalences goes back to Benton et al. 2007, who considered a language with first-order
state and a region-based effect system. While we work in a similar context, the effects we consider
have a rather different nature, and thus the relational interpretation of the effects is significantly
different. An interesting point to note here is that the relational treatment of higher-order store, like
that of Thamsborg and Birkedal 2011, required introduction of complex Kripke worlds, recursively
dependent on semantic types: while the interpretation presented in this paper requires no such
complexity, we conjecture that the techniques they used may be useful for extending our solution
to systems that consider local declaration of algebraic effects or similar constructions.

10In the actual type system of Koka, this would correspond to an instance of the Open rule.
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6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, we have brought the technique of logical relations to a setting with row-polymorphic
algebraic effects, thus providing a first semantic tool for reasoning about program equivalence in
such languages. From the technical standpoint, this required a novel approach to the interpretation
of effects and control-stuck expressions, which we believe can be useful also in the context of other
flavours of control effects (e.g., shift/reset). Moreover, our research into relational interpretation
of effects has helped us identify an interesting new programming construct, which allows the
programmer to manage multiple occurrences of the same effect in an effect row. Finally, we have
used the logical relation to prove some interesting and non-trivial program equivalences.

One of the potential directions of future work would be to extend our approach to features often
found in programming languages that use algebraic effects, like effect instances or local definitions
of effects. This would likely require a significantly more complex model, potentially along the
lines of the models of higher-order state, with Kripke worlds modelling the effects accessible at a
given point in the computation. Investigation of interactions of algebraic effects and abstraction
(existential types, modules, etc.) is another direction that could prove fruitful both in terms of
reasoning principles, and the effect on the design of the type-and-effect systems. Another potential
direction of research is to investigate effect-based transformations that could be used as compiler
optimisations, in order to lower the efficiency cost of programming with algebraic effects.
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